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the wheel has an absolute maddening button placement, so if you are using a mouse, you will have to have a little bit of patience in finding
the right buttons and do a little experimentation to get the best results. the build quality is pretty solid. the materials used in the build is

similar to what you find in a good quality aftermarket steering wheel. the buttons are very easy to push and have a very good feel to them. i
like the looks of the wheel as well. it is very well designed and it feels good in your hands. i am really impressed with the build quality and

materials used in the hama racing wheel thunder v18. i like the looks of the wheel as well. the build quality of the controls is very good. it is
stiff and has a very good feel to it. i think it would be a great option for anyone who is looking for a good quality aftermarket wheel. the

thunder v18 is the second version of the hama racing wheel for drivers over the age of 12. the v18 incorporates a new style of control that
is designed for younger drivers. the wheel is now a new light blue colour and the base is now made from aluminium rather than plastic. the

adjustment screw for the steering axis is now located to the right of the wheel. instead of a separate control knob, there is now a new
control dial which can be used to adjust the steering axis from left to right. although the v18 is aimed at younger drivers, it can also be used
by older drivers as it incorporates the "backwards" mode. this mode allows the driver to operate the steering axis in the opposite direction.
the v18 has a new steering axis control dial located on the right of the wheel. the steering axis can be adjusted by moving the dial in the

direction the driver wishes to steer. the steering axis can also be adjusted left and right. a separate control knob is no longer included. the
v18 also has a new style of control. instead of a separate control knob, there is now a new control dial which can be used to adjust the

steering axis. the control dial is located on the right of the wheel and can be used to adjust the steering axis up or down. the steering axis
can be adjusted all the way to the left or right. a new feature is the "backwards" mode. when the steering axis is adjusted to the left, the

steering axis will go all the way back to the centre of the wheel. this makes it easier for a driver to turn the steering wheel backwards for a
drift move. the steering axis can be adjusted by turning the steering wheel left or right. the control dial is located on the right side of the

wheel. the steering axis can be adjusted up or down. the hama racing wheel v18 is available in three versions. the v18 comes in two
versions. one is for drivers over the age of 12 and the other is for drivers under the age of 12. there is also a v18 with a 12 month warranty.

the hama racing wheel v18 with a 12 month warranty is available from www.hama.co.uk.
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the thunder 18 pro is designed to give
racers the ultimate racing experience. a

fully adjustable steering column and
wheel assembly, it features an ergonomic

3d-damped steering wheel and pedals.
the ergonomic pedals and steering

column are matched to provide the best
feel and response for a true racing

experience.  the thunder 18 pro is a great
choice for both amateur and professional
drivers. it’s ideal for racing in a variety of
racing events, from parking lot tracks to
grand prix races, and is the perfect way
to learn to drive while having the best

possible racing experience.  the thunder
18 pro features a 3d-damped steering

column that provides a true racing
experience with excellent feel and

response. with the steering wheel, the
driver can react to changing conditions
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immediately with no delay.  the thunder
18 pro is designed to have the best

possible racing experience. it features a
fully adjustable steering column and

wheel assembly. this allows the driver to
set the desired angle of the steering

column to perfectly match the driver’s
height. it also allows the driver to position
the steering column at the perfect height
for optimum comfort.  the thunder 18 pro

features an ergonomic 3d-damped
steering wheel and pedals, and is

designed to give the best possible racing
experience. the ergonomic steering wheel

and pedals are matched to provide the
best feel and response for a true racing

experience.  the thunder 18 pro is
designed to have the best possible racing
experience. it features an ergonomic 3d-

damped steering wheel and pedals, and is
designed to give the best possible racing
experience. the ergonomic steering wheel

and pedals are matched to provide the
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best feel and response for a true racing
experience.  5ec8ef588b
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